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16 Reasons why people move their
accounts to the

IRA Club
 Thousands of Members
 Hundreds of $ Millions of
Tax Qualified investments.
IRA Club Member Services
1. A Plan that fits you: IRA Club offers both Self Directed
IRAs and QRPs. Our goal is to fit the plan to you. The path
to investment success is to never over pay for a service.
Having a Plan that fits your needs will save you Thousands.
2. Knowledgeable staff at every level. Every Member
Service Representative is will trained and knowledgeable.
You will never talk with a low level clerk.
3. You will always talk to your Professional. An IRA
professional will be assigned to your account. You will get
to know your IRA Club Professional and they will know you.
4. Consultations with your IRA Club Professional are
included at no additional cost.

What our members
say
Larry A. Massachusetts:
I chose the IRA club after
careful review of the many
self directed IRAs. I know i
made the right decision. Low
fees, expert advice and a
staff the responds accurately
and quickly to your
questions.
Jerry P. Alabama
You’ve done such an
efficient job I’d recommend
you to anyone.
Thanks so much.
Kristina H. Florida:
“In an uncertain economy,
The IRA Club has made me
feel a lot more certain about
my decision to take control

5. The IRA Club does your paperwork: The IRA Club
does the paperwork for you that will keep your IRA and
401(k) compliant. (Some companies quietly shift the
responsibilities of Administration to you. If you become the
Administrator, you become the responsible party for
Compliance.)
6. Required IRS and DOL forms. The IRA Club files all
your required IRS and DOL filings at no additional cost to
its members.

Advantages Of the IRA Club
7. Tax Free Earnings: When investing your IRA or QRP
funds the earnings inside your IRA are Income tax free.
8. Self Directed: Unlike a Brokerage firm or insurance
company account; your IRA Club account is Self Directed.
There are no artificial restrictions to hold you back from
building the IRA investment you want.
9. No Cost - Prohibited Transaction analysis any time you
request
10. No Cost - Segregated accounting for IRS compliance.
11. No Cost - Annual IRS filings
12. No Cost - Funds transfer services [from former IRA and
401(k) accounts]

IRA Club Safety
13. FDIC Insurance: All Accounts are FDIC insured
14. Additional Protection: Every IRA Club Professional is
Bonded.
15. On Line Statements: Password protected
16. Back-up: All client files are backed up twice each day.

of my IRA. Having only a
year ago ventured into the
self-directed IRA market, I
had a lot of beginner’s
questions – and they helped
me understand the entire
process from start to finish.
Just a year, I have
purchased, remodeled and
rented out two foreclosures
here in Florida, and each
step of the way, the IRA
Club was there to guide me.”
Kent K. Oregon:
The IRA club is a very good,
honest organization. They
were very helpful in setting
up a "checkbook LLC IRA"
for me. With that vehicle, my
wife and I have been able to
earn more on our retirement
funds using real estate and
tax certificate strategies.
Dennis is very helpful and
friendly. His responses to my
questions have been straight
forward and easy to
understand. Sometimes, he
has even called during nonbusiness hours to answer
my questions. We are very
satisfied with the IRA Club
and hope everyone can
have such a positive
experience.
Scott L. Illinois:
I'm a 2010 IRA Club client.
IRA Club has handled five or
six transactions on my
account, each performed
perfectly.
Dennis Blitz gives expert
advice, and is conservative
in his approach. I have no
hesitation recommending
IRA Club to anyone seeking

IRA Club track record









Year Founded 2008
Self Directed IRA and QRP Specialists
Thousands of Members
Hundreds of Millions of Tax Qualified investments
under Administration
Better Business Bureau rating – A+
Client Complaint Filings - None
IRS audits of an IRA Club IRA – Zero
DOL audits of an IRA Club 401(k) – Zero

About Dennis
Dennis Blitz, President
 Founding Partner and President of
Dearborn Financial Publishing.
 Author of 12 Books on
Security Regulations and Taxation
 Hundreds of articles, radio and TV interviews on Self
Directed qualified investing.
 Active contributor to Self Directed IRA and Self
Directed 401(k) Industry panel drafting comments for
US House, Senate, Department of Treasury and
GAO
 Certified SEC Compliance Officer
Warton School of Economics
 Post Graduate work:
Stanford University

The IRA Club works exclusively for you
The IRA Club does not offer or sell any investment product.
The IRA Club is not a partner or an affiliate of any
investment provider.

to establish a Self-Directed
IRA, and in fact I have.
Rick O. California:
I appreciate the assistance
and valuable advice you've
provided, but I prefer to
manage my account directly.
Reynaldo C. Nevada:
Mr. Dennis Blitz/Ms Claire
Puffer,
I am delighted with the
services The IRA Club have
provided, it exceeded all my
expectation in all areas I
have dealt with you, very
helpful and persistent, quick
in responding to concerns. It
is these services and level of
commitment that I will
eagerly and enthusiastically
share with others.
Thank you so much.
Mike G. Florida:
"I have been actively using
my IRA for years investing in
real estate and promissory
notes. The former
Administrator of the IRA was
charging fees that reduced
my anticipate returns. Now
that I have switched to
Checkbook IRA, I get the
additional benefit of the
investment and to keep
more of my retirement
funds"
Don H. New Jersey:
“Thanks for the great
service”

